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Previously we established that the free alternative ring on four or

more generators had a specific element whose cube is zero [l]. A ring

is defined to be right alternative in case its elements satisfy the

identity

(1) ix, y, y) = 0    and    (*, y, z) = - (*, z, y),

and strongly right alternative if in addition its elements also satisfy

the identity

(2) ixy-z)y = xiyz-y).

In rings of characteristic not two, (1) implies (2) [2], while in rings

of characteristic two this is not the case [3].

In the following note we establish that in the free strongly right

alternative ring R generated by a and b we have ((a, b), a, 6)^0. We

also know from previous work [2, Lemma 5(i)] that ((a, b), a, b)2 = 0

in P. While it was already known from theoretical considerations that

the free right alternative ring of characteristic not two on two or more

generators would have to have at least one element x^O such that

x2 = 0, since otherwise the Main Theorem of [2] implies it would have

to be alternative, which we know is not the case, this enables one to

locate such an element specifically for the first time.

In order to prove that ((a, b), a, 6)^0 in R, it suffices to give an

example of a strongly right alternative algebra in which this is not an

identity. Our example has basis elements qu ■ • ■ , q$. The only non-

zero products of basis elements are the following twelve: q\ — qs, qiqi

= 2s, Mi = 2«. 22 = 24» 2227 = 29» 2322=—2?» 242i=— 2s» 2423=—2s» 2s2i

= 2t» 2622 = 2s» 2e25 = 29» and 2s2i = 29-

From this information one may construct the multiplication table

for the basis elements of the algebra. To see that the algebra A thus

defined is right alternative, it is sufficient to verify (1) whenever x, y,

and z are basis elements. The identity must then hold for all elements

because of the linearity of the associator.

It can easily be verified that q-, g8, and q3 are in the nucleus and so

(1) is automatically satisfied if any of these appear. It can also be

verified that g¿P-P = 0 = g,P2 for i = 3, 5. Hence (1) holds if x = q3 or
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q$. Now q6r-s = 0 unless r = q2 and s = qx while q^-uv = 0 unless u = qi

and v = q2. Using the table we see that (q&, q\, q2) = — q<> and (g6, ?2, 2i)

= g9. Thus (1) holds for x = qe. Similarly, g4r-s = 0 unless r = s = qi and

also qi-uv = 0 unless u =v = qi, but since qtqi-qi= — 29 = 24'2i> (1) holds

if x = q\. If x = Ç2, the nonzero associators are (q2, qi, q2) — qs, (q2, q2, qi)

= -qi, (qt, qu Qi) = 29, (?2, 26, 2i) = ~29, (qi, qi, 2i) = -ffs, fe, 2i> 22) =2«.
(22, 22» 23) = — 2s 1 and (22. 23. 22) =29- Thus (1) is verified for x = q2. If

x = 2i, the nonzero associators are (qu qu q2) = —q-i and (21, 22» 2i) = 27

and all the rest vanish. Thus we have shown that (1) holds in all

cases. To see that A also satisfies (2) it is sufficient to check that

(3) (xy-z)w + (xw-z)y = x(yz-w) + x(wz-y)

whenever x, y, z, and w are all basis elements. From the table one

finds that the only nonzero words of the form (xy-z)w are (q2qi-q2)qi

and (2222'2i)2i> while the only nonzero words of the form x(yz-w) are

22(2121-22) and 22(2122-21). Since (q2qvq2)qi = q<) = q2(qiq2-qi) and

(2222-2i)2i= — 29 = 22(2121-22) we see that (3) must hold in A.

Having shown that A is strongly right alternative, one may choose

ö = 2i, b = q2. It is clear that a and b generate A and we see that

((a, b), a, b) = (qt-qt, qi, q2) = (qs, qu qi)-(q«, 2i. 2a)=-(26. 2i. 22)
= 2626 = 29^0.
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